
Reception Summer 1 Topic Homework Grid  
 

Please complete at least 1 task from the following table and upload this onto Google Classroom by Monday 24th May 

Task 1 

Model Animals 
  Make a model or painting of one of your favourite animals. You could use any materials you like (e.g. sequins for scales on a fish, a toilet roll 

for a trunk of an elephant etc.). 
 

**To extend – Make up a story about your animal that you can tell to your family** 

Task 2 

Animal Artwork 
  Draw or paint a picture of your favourite animal and write some words or sentences about it. 

 
**To extend – split your page into two halves and see if you can draw your favourite and least favourite animal, then write words / a sentence 

/ sentences to say why.** 

Task 3 

Favourite Animals 
Ask friends and family what their favourite pet or animal is. Record their answers in any way you wish (e.g. a tally chart, pictogram or bar 

chart). 
 

**To extend – With help try to double your answers and write them down.**  

Task 4 

Interesting Animal Facts 
Choose an animal and find out 2 interesting facts about them. Present this in any way that you would like (e.g., Draw or take a picture of the 

animal and write the fact or, create this on the computer) 
 

**To Extend – Find out where your favourite animal lives and why they are suited to living there. Add this to your above work by writing a 
sentence about this ** 

Task 5 

Animal Dancing 
 With family members, can you make up a dance to a song about animals?   

 
**To extend – Think about how you could include different turns, levels (high and low), body parts and different speeds in your dance.** 

Task 6 

Animal Story 
 If you want to really challenge yourself... Make up a story about an animal.  What is it called?  Where does it go?  What happens to it?  How 

does it get back home?  Can you have a go at writing part or all of the story? 
 

**To extend – Turn your story into a book (create with paper) with pictures too. Try to include story telling language in your story (e.g. Once 
upon a time..., The next day..., Suddenly..., In a flash...).** 


